
R A L C OR A L C O

PIPECOTER-IV

Airless Paint Spray gun

Pipecoater   3_6”

Spin blast
8_32”

Pipecoater   8_32”



XTR_6  Airless spray GunXTR_6  Airless spray Gun    

SWIVEL   Allows easier gun
movement under high pressure

Tigger Guard
*Easily detaches for access to filter
*Acts as wrench to remove filter 
from
gun handle
*small profile sprays in tight areas

Variety  of Handle and Trigger Options
4_finger trigger options

Oval_insulated or round handle

Needle Assembly and
GHD RAC Switch Tip
*Exceptional life , pattern and 
finish
*Great for high solids coatings
*Factory set needle needs no
 adjusments

.

The light weight of this gun in the hand of the operator increases the work efficiency. 
The needle with hard chrome coating and ceramic nozzle head of this gun is suitable for spraying coatings with high solids.
This  airless paint gun is an ideal option for colors that are difficult to spray. 
A filter filter inside the handle that has a very long life and needs to be cleaned and reused, not repurchased. 
Four-finger handle and trigger helps for better performance in spraying.
The compact design allows access to tight spaces.
The construction of this gun is made with high-quality materials, the main body is T6 industrial aluminum, hard work.
Maximum internal liquid pressure RALCO model XTR6 
6000 psi or 420 bar 
Round handle with the ability to rotate at the bottom of the waste joint connected to the paint hose.
All connections of this gun are made of steel.
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SpinBlast 8_36 inch
Suitable for contractors

General specifications of the pipeblasting machine
The purchase price of the pipeblasting machine
Dimensions : length 40 cm ,
axis diameter : 4 inches
, the main tube of the device is metal with chrome coating,
anti-wear steel head,
anti-wear plastic wheels,
tungsten carbide nozzle with metal coating in dimensions 6 x 3/4 and 12 x 3/4,
adjustable speed,
adjustable surface Inside the tube from size 8 to 36 inches
with wooden pallet packaging for easy transportation 

tungsten carbide
sandblasting

nozzle

Anti_wear
polyamide wheelsAnti_wear steel central 

shaft

Steel rotating  head 
3/4 nozzle
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Specifications of pipe coater III 900

Specifications of pipecoater III 900. Dimensions: length. 50cm, 3/7 inch axle diameter. Metal 
axle tube with shiny chrome coating. Aluminum spray bowl, two anti-shear plastic wheels, one-
way motor with 25000 RPM speed, 1/2 inch twin dehumidifier, usable inside the pipe from size 
8 to 36 inches, pneumatic hose, 30 bar pressure, wooden pallet packaging Easy shipping

Aluminum spray 
paint cup

Polyamide anti-wear 
wheels

25000 rpm pneumatic 
rotor

Sliding feet holder

General pipecoater 8_36 suitable for all colors
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InternalPipecoaterforPipeID76m m TO150mm

Designed for pipes with a diameter of 3-6 inches
Speed 25000 rpm

Chrome coating on the entire metal surface of the de-
vice

Suitable for all paints with high solids

Pipecoter_lll/150 3-6 suitable for all colors

Aluminum spray 
paint cup

Polyamide anti-wear 
wheels

Metal support base

Nozzle holder and paint 
filter

air intake
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PIPECOTER-IV
InternalPipecoaterforpipe
ID25m m to300m 

PIPECOATER-IV tool is designed to coat the inside of pipe or tubing ranging 

from 25to300m m (1”-12”)IDwithout

the need to rotate pipe or tubing and to apply an even paint film 

thickness throughout.Generally,any type of coating

 may be used in this tool that can be airless sprayed.

Steel spray nozzle

Color transfer tube

Polyamide anti-wear 
wheels

Metal holder
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PIPE PRO XL 
INTERNAL PIPE CLEANING

This device is designed for  pipes from size 36 inches 
and above. 
 It has a pneumatic gearbox inside the shell. High    
efficiency, adjustable torque speed for internal axis. 
Made of the best anti-wear steel

Standard tungsten 
carbide nozzle

Polyamide an-
ti-wear wheels

Metal sliding base 
holder

The main body of the 
metal shell Anti-wear steel 

nozzle holder
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ANGLE NOZZLE

This product is designed for tubes with a diameter 
of 3-6 inches, tungsten carbide material, 4 angled     
outlets, standard aluminum thread, metal holder, 
along with the carriage base.
The maximum required air pressure is 7 cubic meters 
per minute, 100 psi, the outlet diameter is 7 mm on 
each side.

Polyamide anti-wear 
wheels

Metal holder  

Standard aluminum holder

Standard 
tungsten  
carbide    
nozzle

Aluminum fixture
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Tungsten carbide nozzle 
3/4 aluminum coating
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Aluminum holder



www.psfgroup.co 
email:ralco1@yahoo.com
instagram/poushesh_sanaat.fater.com
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